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Maten Densetsu: Senritsu no Opatsu  
Legend of Maten: The Shudder of Ooparts  
(c) TAKARA 1995 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
GUIDE
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
VERSION HISTORY 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
v1.0 (08/14/03) - Initial release. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
***I added some cheat codes and about the game. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Please use these cheat codes. The energy (ENG) is used for upgrading weapons  
and status. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Infinite Energy  7E141E10 
                 7E141F20 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                            About the Game 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A story RPG of striving to return to the earth from the Japanese Islands  
which begins surfacing into sudden space. The player plays by choosing one  
person from the 5 characters who each has of the attribute of fire, water,  
tree, gold, and earth. The game is composed of an peripheral map screen of  
3D dungeons and towns. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
State  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
D (DYING)     - Battle impossible state. The command cannot be used, but  
                you can participate in conversation.  
B (BENOM)     - Poison state. "HP" gradually decreases.  
C (CONFUSION) - Confusion state. Action becomes impossible.  
S (SLEEP)     - Sleep state. It becomes impossible to use a command.  
I (ILLUSION)  - Hallucination state. An attack becomes impossible.  
P (PARALYSIS) - Paralysis state. Action becomes impossible. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                        Ooparts (Out-Of-Place-Artifacts) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ooparts (out-of-place-artifacts) --- (n)  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. A general name of "craftworks." They have high reputations in the level  
of arts: far beyond the skills of the chemical technique for some reasons,  
but they were sure to be produced by someone of a certain culture and ages. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Name                         |ENG| Description 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Pyramid crystal ball         |---| The heroine's teleport becomes possible. 
Mysterous metal ball         |---| Seal of the Shikoku boss "Blast Golem" 
Dinosaur clay figure         |---| Seal of the Kyushu boss "Exdoras" 
Towada druse stone           |---| Required for acquisition of Hokkaido  
                                   "energy plug" 
Crystal skull                |---| ??? 



Energy plug                  |---| Used in Hokkaido. 
Gold shuttle                 |---| Used in Hokkaido. 
Revive ball                  |---| Revive a friend by consuming ENG (all,  
                                   but in a battle only one). 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                              Important Items 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Name                         |ENG| Description  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Coincidence table            |---| Opens the warehouse of Tokyo "Tokyo  
                                   station."  
Plastic bomb                 |---| Blow away the rubble of Tokyo "Jinbocho  
                                   station."  
Memo paper                   |---| Written a password in Nagano   
                                   "underground moat."  
Shovel                       |---| To dig the underground passage which  
                                   continues to Nagano "everybody  
                                   Kamiyama."  
A demon's hand/leg/body/head |---| The body parts of Kyoto boss'  
                                   "100 horns."  
Trefoil hollyhock pillbox    |---| An item which can be gotten from Fuji  
                                   sea of trees.  
Key of ruins                 |---| Key of the ruins of Kyushu "ancient  
                                   times."  
North direction stone        |---| Used in Towadako "stone circle."  
West direction stone         |---| Used in Towadako "stone circle."  
Anti-resonance crystal       |---| Release the life energy in Shikoku "west  
                                   area."  
ID card                      |---| Opens a specific door in Hokkaido  
                                   "underground city." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Amongst Rage, Rai, Hokuto, Seigi, and Daigo, I choose Rai. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                Akihabara 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The surrounding is of the town that is destroyed when Rai notices. Rai asks  
himself, saying, "This is that Akihabara?" by no means. Then, a headache  
attacks Rai. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When Rai notice it, go somewhere else. A strange line is drawn on the ground.  
When you walk, a strange mysterious head will appear soon. Recall the sword  
(top choice) or recall the gun (bottom choice) and fight against the  
mysterious head. However, you will lose. Then, the female voice is "That is  
a phantom. That fellow cannot be defeated yet. It comes to your place in  
Shinjuku..." The voice breaks off. Then, Rai gains a mysterious ball. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you notice, a man called Tosuke Akihiko at hand. Akihiko says that Rai  
has fallen from the ceiling. And again, he said that monster appears all over  
Japan and the Japanese Islands are floating now in the sky. When Rai talks  
about what he experienced a little while ago, Akihiko will pass the satellite  
to personal information exchange system and the navigation system which can  
receive information from a satellite called SPIES7300 reform individually for  
short so that Rai can go to Shinjuku. Then, since a selection appears, choose  
to "investigate the ball that you have (top choice)." A direct voice affects  
your head. When you hear that "This ball can revive a friend [by consuming  
ENG (all, but in a battle only one)] if you put it on the chest of the person  
who isn't fighting, and it is called a "REVIVE BALL" which is the first  
ooparts prepared for you," the voice breaks off. Next, listen to the  
explanation of Akihiko's SPIES. SPIES have 4 functions, a map, IR-UV video  
camera, a biosensor, and an auto mapping system, in this one set. The map  



won't get you lost wherever you go all over the country of Japan, but the  
underground is ineffective since it is a transmission via satellite. The  
IR-UV video camera looks at dark place by catching infrared rays and  
ultraviolet ray. The biosensor can search the surrounding life reaction.  
The auto mapping system is the underground where you cannot acquire  
information from the satellite, and you can record the area where you moved.  
From now on, your physical strength can be recovered completely when you  
talk to Akihiko, but in the case he is absent sometimes. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you go outside, there is Akihabara. When you push Y button, a red mark  
will describe the place where the biosensor is put in, and the place where  
the person is at. Go northeast from Akihiko's Laboratory, and get the "CODE  
TABLE" from the Self-Defense Forces jeep which was crushed in the rubble. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you go west, you will meet the office worker called Todo. Todo says that  
he was collecting food from the shelf in the convenience store. He say that  
the Self-Defense Forces were fighting with the monster, but perhaps they were  
defeated since the road has gone to pieces, and it is at least Tokyo, Kanda,  
and Jinbocho the places where you can walk from here. It seems that Todo's  
house is Saitama. Since the train or bus isn't functioning, he cannot go  
home.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you go northwest, you will meet a woman called Mako. Mako looks at the  
weapon that Rai has and says with "I send so far from Tokyo station for the  
person who had a weapon like yours." And, I say that person was searching for  
something of the Self-Defense Forces that is underground, and returned to the  
Tokyo station again. I say that you cannot go to Shinjuku or Shibuya, but it  
is possible to go if you pass thru the underground. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Meet a man called Kijima in the south. Kijima says that he is bivouacking  
since he cannot go home. While drinking coffee together, Kijima says that you  
can only follow the subway route to going to Shinjuku. When you visit Kijima  
after that, Kijima has stopped being there. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Meet the subway station employee called Naoya Sasayama inside of the book in  
the northwest from Akihiko's Laboratory. He said that if you ask him whether  
you can go to Shinjuku by following the subway route, you could go if it  
doesn't collapsed on the way. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the place in the southwest from the bookstore in which Sasayama is  
present, a man is sleeping. Wake up the man. The man is called Tasuke  
Yumioka. It seem that Yumioka says a friendly hairy ghost is in the building  
where the west collapsed. After that, Yumioka sleeps soundly. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In the building where you went one division west from the place where Mako is  
present, the hairy monster that Yumioka was talking about has jump out only  
halfway into the air. If you pull it (second choice), Kespara will become a  
friend and join the party. If you push it (first choice), be careful since it  
will disappear into space if it isn't made into a friend. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the Tokyo station in the northwest. Go into the left entrance. When you  
push Y button on the 3D map, the place where the auto mapping was done can be  
displayed. When you help the person with the pink knife that pinned under the  
rubble at back, it is a monster. However, since the monster does not show a  
sign of attacking, it leaves for a while. And, when you encounter some enemy,  
just now the monster Girochina will run and join the party. The underground  
warehouse input the code using the code table you got before, and can go into  
the inside. Search the wooden box in the inner part of the warehouse 3 times,  
and get "power jammer, PLASTIC BOMB, and stun grenade," respectively. There  
is nothing especially in the entrance on the center and the right. 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A man who can make weapon in the same way as Rai called Ryuji Inagaki is in  
the south of Tokyo station. When you ask the way of going to Shinjuku, he  
will said that is necessary just to use the route of the subway, but it seems  
that the entrance of the station cannot be enter in the rubble. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The 5 subway entrances are located at the crossroads which is north of the  
path with the bookstore where Sasayama is present. In the meantime, go into  
the entrance which is north. Destroy the rubble with the plastic bomb and go  
inside. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go down into the subway track from the collapsed floor in the back. On the  
way, you will not advance further since there is a derailed vehicle, but you  
can go up there since the ceiling is open. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go down since you can descend to the track from the collapsed floor in the  
back. The ground further of the track is rising, and a hole-mole appears and  
attacks from there. When you give it certain damage, the hole-mole disappears  
in the ground. Go up to the open ceiling from the derailed vehicle. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go down to the track from the collapsed floor in the back. Go up upward from  
the derailed vehicles. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Come out to Shinjuku. Go since there is a bar Mugen in the northeast. When  
you speak to the Master, ask about the neighboring situation, when Mr. Sugita  
visits the girl, when he says that Mr. Kumagai is detailed, and when you ask  
whether there are any weapons, you will say "Ask Fujinaka." Speak to Sugita.  
When you ask about a way of going to Nishi Shinjuku, it seems you can go if  
you cross Koshu Highway Bridge, but it seems that you cannot pass by a  
monster serpent that's there. Speak to Kumagaya. When you ask the girl, she  
says, "She does not know whether she is the child whom you are looking for,  
but it seems that there is a girl who tells a dream in Shinjuku National  
Garden." Speak to Fujinaka. When you ask about the weapon, he says, "It seem  
that there is a person who has disposable weapon among the people who can  
make weapon. Ask, when you meet him. The weapon is remained in the vehicle of  
the Self-Defense Forces at that." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go southeast from the subway station. Go inside and open the gate of Shinjuku  
National Garden. The girl you discovery in the back is called Izumi Igarashi,  
she was the girl who spoke to Rai at the beginning. There is a special  
capability of Chisato from beforehand, I perceived only that something  
happens and the detail is not understood, but it is said that this great  
disaster was plotted so that it might generate beforehand. And, it says that  
a person with the qualification for fighting with the last person that it is  
Rai. And, the 5 powers, which is scattered all over the country, is the cause  
for creating this situation of the Japanese-Islands floating, and you must  
teleport to every place, but it seems that something there exist that has  
barred the teleport in the west of Shinjuku. Chisato joins the party. Chisato  
cannot make weapon, but she can generate ESP instead. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the northwest, and fight against the monster serpent Tuccimushi on  
Koshu Highway. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you go to the northwest, there is a place where the tent is put up. A  
man called Hihon appears from the tent. According to Hihon, it is seems only  
that he and a woman called Shindo remained and the people without weapon all  
have been killed. When you ask about the weapon, the "termit shot" will be  
passed. Hihon leaves the tent. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you go north, since there is a person who is fighting with the monster,  



you help her (top choice). Fight Houkyou. After the battle, the person who  
was fighting turns out to be Shindo. In order for Shindo to say, it seems  
that the monster boss is in the Metropolitan Government Office, and she said  
that there is the monster Negura in Tokyo. You get three "refrigerants" from  
Shindo. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In the west, go into the collapsed Metropolitan Government Office that became  
upside down. Since the building is in a vertical inverted state, the chairs  
and desks are scattered about. Moreover, bleached bones can also be seen. The  
empty can which was canned food that someone ate has fallen on the way, and  
Rai and others doubts that anyone might have come to such a place. There are  
no desk and chair which should be scattered on the floor. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
On a certain floor, there is a room where even dust does not have wind to  
blow about, and a room where a digital clock that gave an unreasonable  
indication which was driven mad with the electricity has fallen. The  
following 1 and 2 is in random order. Here, you follow in the order of 1 and  
2. Go into the 1 previous room, and a head the wind is blowing where you go  
down the previous stairs, and it gradually becomes strong whenever you go  
down below. Encounter Fuujin (Wind God) at back. Select the choice of "I have  
lost my way (second choice)" and "I came to beat you (first choice)." With  
the former, you fight Fuujin (Wind God). After the battle, you get the "wind  
god gun," but it will disappear, when you don't get it. At the same time, you  
come to wear AUTO FIRE on the characteristic of the weapon. If you choose  
"I have lost my way," be careful since you will be taken outside of the  
Metropolitan Government Office strictly and kindly. Go into the room of the  
2 latters, and the floor a head is burning where you go down the previous  
stairs, the ozone is mixed with air, static electricity has occurred, or  
plasma can be seen. At the back, fight Raijin (Thunder God). After the  
battle, the monsters made into a friend are powered up. AREA EFFECT is worn  
on the characteristic of the weapon. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chisato says only once that teleport is possible with the energy obtained  
from Raijin (Thunder God). Usually, it seems that you cannot use it, in order  
to consume huge energy. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The teleport point is Taishakukyo of Hiroshima. When you look north, Onbashi  
(bridge). In the west, a pyramid like thing and a strange rock. In the south,  
there is a lake called Kamiryu Lake. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you go to Onbashi (bridge), a friendly monster of an abominable snowman  
called Hibagon has block the way, but there is no dangerous situation. He  
will be prostrated and knocked if food is given, and made into a friend.  
Then, the voice from the revive ball "If you want not to get used to  
substance but to take more than it only to two bodies, you have to  
crystallize the monster which helps you. The crystallized monster can be  
again materialized with a prayer, when energy is used." When two monsters  
are in the party, you have to crystallize any one including Hibagon.  
Henceforth, the conditions are the same. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Advance north and go into Hakuun Cave. There is an old man called Anzo. Anzo  
says that the insect monster does not come inside of the cave in order to  
dislike the low humidity. He says that the monster comes from the west. About  
the monster, he says that Hirotani's son who is present in the back is well  
informed. According to Ryozo Hirotani, Shinryu Lake is Jinkou Lake made on a  
dam, but the owner has settled, by the way, the tree of Ashigara Mountain  
called a Japanese pyramid of the monster was lost and changed into a true  
pyramid, and it probably appeared from the place like the anthill near it.  
Ryozo Hirotani's mother says that you can meet the owner of Shinryu Lake if  
you have the "ancient Japanese sword." If you break the stalagmite in the  



back, the ancient Japanese sword can be obtained. It will disappear, if you  
don't get it. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
If you have the ancient Japanese sword, go to southern Shinryu Lake, Ryujin  
(Water God) will appear and ask, "Is my power needed?" If you answer yes, it  
is make into a friend. If you answer, "There is no business," be careful  
since you won't be able to make it into a friend. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go southwest of Anthill. Inside is humid and damp. In the deepest part, fight  
Vulvu. After the battle, the monsters made into a friend are powered up.  
Obtain the ooparts "PYRAMID CRYSTAL BALL." The space coordinates are recorded  
on the crystal ball for a reason by Chisato, and it is said that teleport can  
be carried out even to the place which has not been performed. ALL can be  
chosen now as the characteristic AREA EFFECT of the weapon. The selection  
choice is Kyoto or Nagano. Here, choose Kyoto (top choice). 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
If you go to the passage of Modoribashi (bridge), Shikigami Bat will join the  
party silently. Go to Kyoto station. The garbage is in disorder, and the  
inside of the station has a crack which was scratched by a nail in the wall.  
The four quarters in the town are surrounded by a mysterious fog.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go east to Kiyomizu Temple. There is nobody but a weird atmosphere is  
drifting. If you go into the three-storied tower, since a man will shoot a  
gun, you calm him down. The man is called Yoshiya Kano, and he says that he  
was followed by a demon and escaped to here. When you ask him about the  
demon, Kano will run to the demon's body, and he will say that the demon's  
body takes the soul by dashing itself against a person. After Kano escapes  
to here, he says that the demon's body went to the direction of the stage in  
Kiyomizu Temple. It seems that a gun can be obtain from the bad fellow of  
Gara who was killed by the demon's body. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the stage of Kiyomizu Temple. Discover many bleached bones on the slope  
where you go to the stage. When you look into the lower part of the stage,  
the demon's body will attack. After the battle, get the "DEMON'S BODY." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go north of Yasaka Shrine to Nishisakura Gate immediately from Kiyomizu  
Temple. When you go to the main shrine, the demon's head will attack. After  
the battle, get the "DEMON'S HEAD." Then, when you go to the main shrine, a  
woman will show her face at you from the 2nd floor of Nishisakura Gate, and  
say, "Please help me." Help the woman using the ladder that is at the side.  
The woman who is called Nanae Itsuki says that she was abducted by the  
demon's head. A large number of women other than Itsuki was abducted, and  
they were confined on the 2nd floor of Nishisakura gate, but the number of  
people became fewer, at the place where only she survived finally, and  
gradually that the heroes defeat the demon's head with sufficient fate. When  
the misty thing was heard, the fog probably occurs from the place where  
Hyakkiyako appeared. It is said that there is a virtuous priest who lives on  
Mt. Hiei. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go northwest of Yasaka Shrine to Honno Temple. There is a frightened man  
saying that "The demon comes, the demon comes," but the demon's hand appears  
from Nobunaga Public Mausoleum. The demon's hand starts grasping the man's  
neck. When you select the choice of "be silent" or "help the man," you help  
him since the man will blaze up and die. Fight the demon's hand. After the  
battle, get the "DEMON'S HAND." The man is called Tetsuro Hishimoto and says  
that he was charmed by the demon's hand and wasn't able to move. So that  
Hishimoto says that the monster appeared from the fog and killed the people.  
When the demon appeared, the people ran into the shrine considered to be  
safe, but he says that they died while being burnt by the demon's hand. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Go west of Honno Temple to Nijo Castle. The two citadel palaces are damaged  
shapelessly. When you go into the inner citadel palace, you find a woman who  
is chased by a demon's leg. The choices are "Look at the situation" and "Help  
the woman." If you look at the situation, since a woman will wait in a hole  
and will be trodden on by the demon's leg, you will help the woman. Fight  
with the demon's leg. After the battle, get the "DEMON'S LEG." The leg is  
only the right leg. The woman who is called Sekiguchi says that she was lost  
in the fog when she was walking with a friend. And, before the fog appears,  
she says that she ran to the light which glittered toward Mt. Hiei.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you exit Nijo Castle, walk for a while, and a voice which calls Rai  
will be heard. Teleport and go to the origin of the voice by Chisato. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Warp to Mt. Hiei. A priest who is called Musou Onoda appears and says that he  
is called Rai. If you show the part of the demon's body, he will say that the  
noxious gas in Kyoto was'nt able to be purified by Musou's power of Buddhism  
owing to, stretching a barrier to this, and help save many people. When you  
ask about the mist, Hakkiyako boss will start creating the fog, the ghost  
and evil spirit will be a lump of weird air that eats a nest, and he will say  
that it is even difficult for Musou to erase the fog. When Musou stretches  
the barrier, a black cloud will gather high up in the sky, and a black  
phoenix will appear and attack. After the battle, you can get the "seal gun."  
At that time, Musou says, "A fellow may be able to be beaten if it is you. Go  
to Lake Biwa, ride on Iwafune, aim at the pyramid of Lake Biwa, and do a  
teleportation of Rai and others to Lake Biwa." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ride on Iwafune to go the pyramid. When you go into the pyramid, the entrance  
where you entered will be closed off. When you go to the room in the inner  
part of the deepest part, you will find two big rocks written to be a right  
hand and a left leg. When you approach the rock, the demon's voice is heard  
saying, "I can revive at last." The demon says this is a demon's prison and  
the bleached bones that roll outside are the things of man who tried to seal  
the demon, but it says that the demon was also beaten and sealed in here.  
And, the barrier cannot cross over the demon, but it tells that it crosses  
over the part that the human carries, the right hand and left leg appear from  
the two rocks, and unite with the remaining portion. Fight Hyakkiyako. After  
the battle, the monsters made into a friend are powered up. Get the ooparts  
"MYSTERIOUS METAL BALL" from the demon's body. The maximum of the weapon  
DAMAGE CLASS goes up. The surroundings begin to collapse. Teleport to Shikoku  
(top choice) or Nagano (bottom choice). Here, go to Nagano. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you arrive at Matsudai Station in Nagano, it is covered by a big green  
plant and a pyramid is visible to southeast.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you go north of the station to Matsudai Castle site, search the soil  
rising at the entrance and go to the underground. When you go inside, you  
will meet a man who makes gun. Calm the man down. The man is called Yukihiro  
Sanada. You receive the "guard wall" from Sanada. The plant in the town which  
becomes suddenly large soon begin to attack the people, and it says that  
Sanada who has created weapon makes the people take refuge in Shozan  
Underground Moat. Hear the PASSWORD "Tokoya who is the uncle of Tokoya is  
here" in order to go into Shozan Underground Moat. Moreover, the plant which  
moves comes from somewhere else, and it is said that the plant around here  
grew large. Get "illusion bomb" when you leave. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Get the "black candy" and "ninja sword" at Sanada Treasure Hall in the  
southwest of the station. Get the "plasma hand grenade" at the Telegraphic  
Communication Laboratory in the southwest of the station. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Walk south, and get the "SHOVEL" from the Construction Site. 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the southwest, and go into the Air-raid Shelter (Shozan Underground  
Moat). At the entrance, choose the correct password from the selection. The  
people carry in a life article and are living a refuge life. Speak to the  
woman who is doing fire watch. The woman is called Saeko Koyama, and it seems  
that Sanada send her firewood. According to Aizaki, there is already a first  
floor underground in the air-raid shelter, but you probably can hear the  
strange sound from the back. Speak to the middle-aged man who is sitting  
down while losing his mind in the back room. The man is called it Shinji  
Kino. He says that the pyramid that was visible to the southeast were in Mt.  
Kaigami. And, you probably heard that the plant came from the foot of Mt.  
Kaigami. He has on a tatter shirt in another room, and speaks to the man who  
wore the worn out necktie. The man is called Yoshiki Kusuda. It is said that  
a monster is using the human who it killed as manure. Speak to Naoko  
Hagiwara who is doing food watch in the back room. The strange sound can be  
heard from the direction in Mt. Kaigami, and it is said that the tunnel in  
the underground dead end is extended to the side of the mountain. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go down underground and search the dead end of the tunnel. Remove the earth  
and sand with the shovel and make a hole. Enter the hole. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The point where you entered seems to be Jinkou Tunnel. When you go down from  
stairs, go into the cave and the plant root grows from the trickles wall.  
When you go down further to the underground, the root becomes big. At back  
of the deepest part, fight the mysterious plant Tolfidora. After the battle,  
the monsters made into a friend are powered up. Get the ooparts "DINOSAUR  
CLAY FIGURE" out of the plant seed. The weapon of two ATTACK TYPE can be set  
up now. The room begins to collapse. Teleport to Kyushu (top choice) or  
Shikoku (bottom choice). Here, go to Shikoku. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The warped point is in a city that was built with the white stone and it  
is not even noisy. If you look north, there is a stone pillar. If you look  
south, there is a stone-made complicated building. If you look east, there  
is an orange stone pillar. If you look west, there is a small stone pillar  
and a pale light is emitted from the ground. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The stone construction also containing the thing which attacked you until now  
is north. Enter the entrance to the underground. You are caught in an alarm  
everywhere, and encounter the enemy. On the way, get the "high laser gun."  
Fight Kaion (right) and Saion (left) that are manufacture machines of the  
statue monster in the deepest part. Exit the labyrinth. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you go to the complicated building in the south, it seems to be like a  
thin Jungle Jim. Go down to the underground. Destroy the thing like red shiny  
circuit on each floor. When all are broken, go outside. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you go east, a stone pillar has emitted heat to an extent that you are  
likely to burn yourself. Go to underground. When you help (top choice) the  
statue that is bound by chain on the way, Makaiseki will become a friend.  
Fight Talrokuso in the deepest part. Exit the labyrinth. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you go west, you see many stands to be small lithographs that has a  
weird design which hide and plaster over a person's face. Chisato says, "A  
person's consciousness is felt by every lithograph." When you talk to the  
lithograph with telepathy, it became impossible for these people to move,  
instead of obtaining perpetual youth and longevity. The male lithograph who  
is covered in glasses gives you the data by saying, "The life energy storage  
rock that is underground can be destroyed only with the ANTI-RESONANCE  
CRYSTAL. You get to accept the crystal data." Moreover, according to the  
other lithograph rocks, he says that the city will disappear if the rock  



Majin that is in the city center is in the city with one body and mind is  
defeated, but if you defeat Majin before their life energy returns, he says  
that their bodies will collapse. Moreover, it is probably good when you place  
the crystal in 8 directions, in order to destroy the underground rock. Go  
into the underground. Insert into the hole of the 8 square shapes in each  
room that spreads in the 8 directions, and make it materialize by inserting  
the anti-resonance crystal data. When you insert all of the crystal data,  
the crystal will resonate mutually and destroy the life energy storage rock  
that exists in the center. You come outside. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you search the central open space, there is a relief with a shape of a  
giant. When you insert the "mysterious metal ball" in the hole under the  
relief, Blast Golem will appear from the relief. Fight Blast Golem. After  
the battle, the monsters made into a friend are powered up. Get the ooparts  
"WEST DIRECTION STONE" out of the rock Majin which had broke and became dust.  
The weapon of three ATTACK TYPE can be set up now. The city begins to  
collapse. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Teleport to Lake Towada. Insert the west direction stone in the stone circle  
hole at Twilight Cape. But, there is one more hole. Get the "meteor gun"  
at the small company in the west. When you walk for a while, Chisato will  
suggest moving to somewhere else on the crystal ball pyramid. Use the crystal  
ball pyramid. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Warp to Kyushu. The primeval forest has grown thick. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Goes to the town. A dinosaur human's guard is at the entrance. A selection  
appears. Here, "Tell a lie (fourth choice)." Rai tells a lie, saying, "I  
have become such a appearance by the curse," and the guard goes "Go to  
Sherman's place to release the curse" during the conversation. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go into the dug signboard store (upper left corner) that is a thing like a  
long sword. Talk with the visitor's Kafuto. Sherman's company has two  
companies, Keputa's company, and Ridoru's company, Ridoru's is skillful, and  
Keputa is probably cheap. He says that Keputa and Ridoru are the names with  
the power of a spirit and totem. It seems according to the master's Uruge,  
the terrible weapon "stone blade" is in the ruins of the hill at the back,  
but it seems that only Sherman can go there. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go into the signboard store (lower left corner) of the bottle and scroll.  
According to the storekeeper's Gongi, the group called the Jyaryukyo that  
worships the evil dinosaur appears again recently, and he also says that the  
fellow would steal the dinosaur clay figure. It seems that it is sealed in  
the variation dinosaur at the ruins, but recently it is said that the seal  
is weak. In addition, you choose to say, "Do some shopping," and get "regene  
band" when you choose "stop." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go into the signboard store (upper middle) on which the figure of a bed is  
drawn. Speak to Mugura's father. It seems that the gate of ruins will be  
attacked if the person is unqualified that touches it. He says that if it is  
a strong person, he is accepted to go in like the hero Pebon of 20 years ago.  
A conversation with Rimagu's mother. When you choose "to tell your life story  
(first choice)," you will lodge at the hotel. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go into the signboard store (lower middle) engraved with the figure that has  
many things like scale was incised. The dinosaur daughter's Uyuna says that a  
variation dinosaur began to appear, after Ridoru's company can take. Speak to  
the storekeeper Kazuhi. He says that he has a feeling that Sherman of  
Ridoru's company is fearful somehow. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Go to Ridoru's company (lower right corner). When you show the dinosaur clay  
figure to Sherman, he will say, "Pass in order to remove evil." When you pass  
the dinosaur clay figure to him, Sherman will disappear to the back for a  
prayer and will say that he wants you to take over from the pupil today. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to Keputa's company (upper right corner) on the north side. When you say  
that the dinosaur clay figure was passed to Sherman to Sherman of Ridoru,  
Sherman of Keputa revealed that Sherman of Ridoru was the hidden believer of  
Jyaryukyo a while ago now. And, say "You run after the fellow to the ruins  
with this key," and you receive the "RUINS KEY." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Come out of the town from the east. Find the dinosaur that fell into the hole  
on the way. When you rescue the dinosaur and choose "to look at the situation  
(bottom choice)," Ariputoru is made into a friend. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the ruins. The two bodies of dinosaur's bone drawn on the door  
materialize and attack you. Fight Reifuto and Raifuto. After the battle, the  
substance disappears, but the spirit body remains, and a voice say, "There  
is a privilege to use either of them as the lower part with the pledge of the  
protector of this gate." Either Reifuto or Raifuto are made into a friend. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go inside of the ruins. On the way, the stone blade can be got from the  
heroic bone that the master of weapon store had said. Fight Sherman in the  
altar of the deepest part. After the battle, the altar collapses and the evil  
dinosaur Exdoras appears. Fight Exdoras. After the battle, the monsters made  
into a friend are powered up. Get the ooparts "NORTH DIRECTION STONE." The  
weapon of maximum of DAMAGE CLASS goes up. The ruins begin to collapse.  
Teleport back to Lake Towada. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the circle stone and insert the north direction stone. Then, the circle  
stone emits a blue light and the lake dries up. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the pyramid. In the passage where moss has grown, it is pressed and  
washed away with sufficient vigor by the water from behind. Get the "DRUSE  
STONE" from the combination of the complicated stone. Then, the exit opens. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When you come out of the exit, go to the thick sea of trees. Mt. Fuji is  
visible on the other side. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Since the camp general of trefoil hollyhock flag is attacked by a monster,  
you help him (top choice). The General is Ieyasu Tokugawa. It is a request  
that Ieyasu also needs to help the other camp people, when you take over, the  
"TREFOIL HOLLYHOCK PILLBOX" will be passed as proof that you helped Ieyasu. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Respectively help the camp of Katsunori Honda (left), Kazutoyo Yamauchi  
(right), Shigekatsu Yoshida (middle), Chukichi Matsudaira (middle left),  
Masanori Fukushima (middle right), Kuroda Nagamasa (upper right), and Sadaji  
Tsutsui (upper left). According to the Generals, they were fighting with  
Toyotomi in Sekigahara, but it is said that Osaka Castle appeared suddenly.  
Ieyasu makes the Hattori Hanzou go to reconnaissance, and according to the  
information, the enemy's general says that it is a person like a demon. When  
you help all the camps, Hattori Hanzou will appear and say, "If you break the  
card that is stretched to the left gate, the castle door will be opened  
automatically." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the castle. Go inside and cuts the card on the gate. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Fight the one-eyed demon at gate 1. Fight the two-headed demon at gate 2. If  
you help the flame giraffe that is caught in the blue crystal, it will ask a  
question by saying "the fellow with a bad head does not act as a partner. A  



question is asked." Since it ask "the place where you first met with Chisato  
(Shinjuku National Garden [second choice])," the "ooparts that you obtained  
from the defeated Torifidora in Nagano (dinosaur clay figure [first  
choice])," and "the direction stone inserted in the stone circle of Towadako  
(north and west direction stone [third choice])," if you answer two or more  
questions correctly, flame giraffe will become a friend. Fight the  
three-horned demon at the gate 3. After the battle, the three-horned demon's  
biggest horn changes, and you get "cloud end circle". Fight the four-arm  
demon at gate 4. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go into the castle. When you go into the castle tower, there is only a  
worn-out armor. If you see the armor, Evil Bone Circle will appear and fight.  
Once you defeat it, "It is useless, My God, ruined by God's hatred," Evil  
Bone Circle becomes a head, and fight. After the battle, the monsters made  
into a friend are powered up. Get the "CRYSTAL SKULL." The maximum of the  
weapon DAMAGE CLASS goes up. Ieyasu and others begins to attack the castle  
and smoke soars in the castle tower. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Next, the place where you teleported is the green prairie which isn't in  
Hokkaido. It is the place where Rai encountered that mysterious head at the  
beginning. If you walk to the west and turn, one will notice the crystal  
skull and druse stone being the item that Chisato had not used yet. Nothing  
happens to the skull crystal. If you break the druse stone, the mysterious  
entrance appears from the ground. And, you get the ooparts "ENERGY PLUG"  
which was in the stone. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go into the entrance to underground. There are some doors that you cannot  
enter because you don't have the ID card. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Enter the attach building of light from the west entrance. There is a man  
and woman who are wearing engineer's clothes in the lobby. The man is called  
Akito Kajiki, and he recognizes that you are the human who came from outside  
with Rai and the others because he heard the sound of the compulsive release  
equipment opened only from outside. The function of the tower stops and he  
says that the city is completely in a paralysis state. The ID card perhaps  
can be received at the public office, but it is difficult for an outside  
person to get it, but he says that it can be done somehow if you meet Murao  
in the laboratory. The sun tower makes electrical power, the intensive  
control tower takes over the city function in a way, and the astronomy tower  
perhaps is not made to write the operation of the shuttle, but the ghost  
against which an ordinary weapon is not effective will suspend the function  
of the tower, and he says that the method which Murao defeated is studied.  
A woman calls Yuki Nagahashi says that she was fixing the underground  
shuttle. There is a city and a shuttle from the ancient times and she says  
that the alien perhaps built them. Moreover, more than one is in the tower  
of ghost, and it will perhaps revive again if it is not defeated altogether  
at once. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In the northwest, still go into the building under construction. Meet Shingo  
Kitayama, an on-site person in charge. Perhaps, the monster appeared from the  
underground arrival-and-departure place. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the laboratory in the northeast. Kiyomi Nakajima, the secretary, under  
Dr. Murao. The weapon is completed for Dr. Murao, but she says that it is  
ineffective in that there is no mind power like Rai, and to contact the  
public office about an ID card. And, since she requests the monster  
extermination in the 3 towers, you accept it. Get the "multipurpose gun"  
from Dr. Murao. According to the secretary, the research of the doctor is a  
super-space energy theory, and it is in fact a energy development of peace  
use, but she says that she develops a weapon for opposing the monster now.  



When you call on Dr. Murao from now on, you can recover your health  
completely. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go into the door that is written to be the public office in the southeast,  
and go to the window. Talk with the receptionist called Silvia Monteen. Apply  
for the ID card issue, and get the ID CARD. Moreover, various institutions  
and laboratory are located in the town, but it is under closing now including  
the underground shuttle for the universes because of the electrical power  
shortage, and she says that it continues until the three functions of the  
Solar Power Tower, Intensive Control Tower, Astronomy Tower are recovered. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The following, in random order 1, 2, 3. Use ID card 1, and go into the Solar  
Power Tower (northwest). Go inside and defeat all the monsters at once. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Use ID card 2, and go into the Intensive Control Tower (southwest). Go inside  
and defeat all the monsters inside at once. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Use 3 ID card 3, and go into the astronomy tower (southeast). Go inside and  
defeat all the monster at once. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Use the ID card, and go into the orbital shuttle arrival-and-departure place.  
A thing like a strange doll appears from the crevice between the doors which  
is considered to be stored at the back of the shuttle. Fight Halkinas (three  
forms). After the battle, the monsters made into a friend are powered up. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go on and get into the shuttle. The shuttle takes off to the universe. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The shuttle lands on the floor where the moon glitters. Go into the entrance  
which continues to the underground. Cancel the operation system from A1 to  
A5, open the partition, and go to the back. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Slide thru the passage. When you arrive at the back, the mysterious face that  
you encountered at the beginning will appear. The face said, "My name is  
Ando. I am the person who defeated you." Battle with Ando. If you destroy  
Ando's right arm, since the arrow on the left and right will appear, you turn  
him to the right and continue to attack. If you destroy the left arm, you  
turn him to the right and left and continue to attack. Soon Chisato will talk  
about the back being a weak point. And, if the arrow on the right and left  
appear, push UP to jump over Ando's head. A thing like a brain is attached to  
his back. Attack the brain. When you think that you have defeated Ando, the  
brain dissociates, and Ando says, "A person should not say that I am an  
excessive thing after all," and Ando shows his true form. However, damage is  
not given. Then, Chisato says, "To collect energies. Our stars lend their  
power. Open your heart to concentrate consciousness!" 
Make Rai DEFEND to acquire the power from thunder.  
Make Rai DEFEND to acquire the power from wind.  
Make Rai DEFEND to acquire the power from fire.  
Make Rai DEFEND to acquire the power from water.  
Make Rai DEFEND to acquire the power from star.  
Make Rai DEFEND to acquire the power from earth.  
Make Rai DEFEND to acquire the power from the person who he met. 
Then, his power rises high. When Rai attack Ando, he will give a mortal blow  
to defeat Ando. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Then, the crystal skull appears at hand and begins talking. "Welcome, my  
descendant. In the distance several years ago, when there was an only  
simple life in that blue star yet, we visit here. But, we were utterly  
destroyed. The surviving few people applied to the two possibilities. One is  
the method of taking the future of those who evolved in that star. One is  
the method of not to be destroyed indirectly by preparing our genes." And,  



Rai and the others fought those who chose the first method, and it says that  
the crystal skulls prepared the ooparts. "We who are just before being  
destroyed didn't have even the power for which we were already fighting  
over. Therefore, we want to keep the future, those who inherited our gene  
win, and the plan to take the future is accomplish... In your body, a  
possibility of your race which we prepared had all concentrated. You  
regained your future as predicted." And, the crystal skull flies toward the  
defeated Ando and both are destroy.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rai and the others fly away to the moon and teleport in the shuttle. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The gold shuttle carried them to the reclaimed ground on earth. The shuttle  
which finished its duty will also disappear like the weapon that was fitted  
to your hand or the monster you fought together with. It was a long  
adventure which is not believed. In this way, it seems to be also a  
illusion when it ends like this. That was an event that cannot exist. Now,  
the two persons felt if they recover their true future. The town's light in  
Tokyo which returned to the original form has winked with glitter. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
THE END 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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